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This memorandum transmits the results of completed research orG' single i

fuel elemente exposed to power-cooling mismatch (PCM) conditjons i,n the 3

Power Burst Facility (PBF). It is offered for your information and use
in determining possible changes in required departure-from-ntcTeate_-
boiling ratios (DNBR's) for all cormlercial power reactors which use~

"'zircaloy-clad uranium dioxide fuel rods. ;'

The research results show that zircaloy fuel rod cladding normally does
not fail even when prolonged film boiling occurs as a result of inadequate
coolant flow rates. The cladding generally will not fail unless it
becomes so heavily or.idized that it is brittle at room temperature. Such
severe zircaloy oxidation would require higher cladding temperatures than
are currently predicted for any light water reactor accidents which result
in a PCM, whether related to a loss of coolant flow or to an increase in
fuel rod power.1

DISCUSSION

Thirteen PCM reactor tests were performed using pressurized water reactor
(PWR) type fuel pins with an active fuel length of 0.93 meters to match
the PBF core length. The length of the test fuel was appreciably shorter
than that of the 3.66 meter fuel typically used in commercial reactors,
but fuel plenum chambers were scaled proportionately, and combinations of

1 Memorandum of August 15, 1977, P. S. Check to T. H. Novak, " Reactor Fuels
Input to ATWS Report."
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test rod shroud diameter, coolant flow rate and rod power were selected
to control the cladding surface heat transfer coefficients, the local
coolant enthalpies and the extent of rod surfaces involved in departure
from nucleate boiling (DNB) within appropriate test ranges.

Coolant flow rates in the vicinity of each rod were monitored with turbine
flowmeters, and most test fuel rods were also fitted with fuel centerline
thermocouples, cladding surface thermocouples, plenum pressure transducers
e d fuel rod length sensors. The fuel rods were tested in the reactor
either singly or in groups of four, in order to permit a quick, direct
comparison of the effects of programed differences in test rod parameters.
The initial part of each PCM test consisted of a nominal 24-hour fuel
preconditioning period during which typical comercial fuel rod power
levels were maintained, to develop typical fuel pellet crack structures
and fuel-to-cladding gaps, so that appropriate stored energy profiles in
the fuel could be developed during the PCM portions of the test.

In the final phase of each test, fuel rod power levels were increased to
levels equal to or greater than those predicted for very severe " anticipated-
transient-without-scram" (ATWS) type accidents. The test rods were then
taken into DNB either by further increasing the fuel rod power or by
reducing the coolant flow rate or both. Peak axial fuel rod power values
were 55KW/ meter to 76KW/ meter.

Two series of tests were performed. The first series used only previously
unirradiated (fresh) fuel rods and these were repeatedly cycled into DNB.
Resultant transition boiling or film boiling at the cladding surface was
terminated either by increasing the coolant flow rate, by reducing the
reactor power, or both. In this series of seven tests, the number of DNB
cycles varied from four to nine and the total time in film boiling
reached 660 seconds for one test fuel rod.

The test rods used in the second series of tests included both previously-
irradiated rods and fresh rods. They were taken into DNB only once, by
reducing the coolant flow rata sufficiently to cause film boiling. The
rods were then held in film boiling for from 60 seconds to 210 seconds
and the test was terminated by scramming the reactor and restoring the
coolant flow rate to its peak pre-DNB level.

The conditions for the two test series were chosen to provide a wide range
of peak cladding temperatures and a wide range of times in transition boiling
and in film boiling. The tests, therefore, produced a very wide range of
cladding oxidation, from almost none to very severe, e.g., greater than
30% of the theoretical maximum in local regions.
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The resultant extremes of peak cladding temperature, time at temperature
and cladding oxidation were much more severe than any which are currently
postulated for commercial light water power reactors as shown in the

I table below.

COMPARISON OF PBF PCM TEST EXTREME CONDITIONS WITH PROJECTED
WORST CASE COMMERCIAL LWR PCM ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

Peak Fuel Peak Clad Peak Time Equivalent
Rod Power Temperature in Film 0xidation

2
(KW/M) (K) Boil (sec) (gms 0/cm )

Projected Worst Case
Comnercial LWR PCM 61 1090 200* 0.0026

Accident Conditions
(See Footnote 1)

PBF/PCM Test 76 1770 660 0.1241

(ExtremeConditions)

PBF Test Conditions -- 1425 210 0.0177

At or Below Which No -- 1600 70 0.0221

Failures Were Seen

* Total time in firm boiling or transition boiling (less severe oxidation
than for film boiling only)

Appendix A presents a tabulated sumary of the behavior of the 37 rods
exposed to film boiling conditions in the 13 Power-Cooling Mismatch (PCM)
and Irradiation Effects single rod tests performed in the Power Burst
Facility to date. Additional information on the procedures for determining
effective clad temperature is given in Appendix B. Test data reports

issued to date are listed in Appendix C. Appendix 0, TREE-NUREG-1196,
is a summary of the PBF-Single Rod PCM test data presented November 9, 1977,
at the Fifth Annual Water Reactor Safety Research Information Meeting at
Gaithersburg, Maryland.

Topical reports are scheduled for completion in July 1978; they will review
and collectively evaluate the observed cladding surface heat transfer
phenomena, the extent of zircaloy-water reaction, the fuel element thermal
and mechanical response,and the effects of pre-irradiation on the behavior
of single fuel elements under power-cooling mismatch conditions.
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RESULTS

Thirty of the 37 fresh and pre-irradiated PWR type fuel elements which1. were subjected to film boiling did not fail , either during or after
the test, despite clapsed times in film boiling of at least 60 seconds
at effective peak cladding temperatures ranging from 1250K to 1430K,
e.g. , no fuel rod failure after exposure to film boiling for 210
seconds at 1425K peak clad temperature.

Cladding for nine of these thirty intact rods had been pre-irradiated
to 13 - 17 GWD/MTM equivalent and four had been pre-irradiated to
6 - 8 GWD/MTM equivalent.

2. One test rod with pre-irradiated cladding was prepressurized to a
level greater than should ever occur during power operation to a
burnup of 30 GWD/MTM. This rod failed while in film boiling, at a
time when its internal pressure was 6MPa greater than the loop

The failed rod had a maximum circumferential elongationpressure.
(in the rupture area) of about 25%, and this maximum elongation
occurred only for a short distance along the length of the rod (less
than 1 cm). There was no significant change in coolant flow rate
either during the clad ballooning or after the cladding had ruptured.

The remaining six fuel rods which failed did not fail while in film3.
boiling despite total film boiling times of from one to eleven minutes
and effective cladding temperatures as high as 1770K. Five of these
fuel rods failed within one to three minutes af ter reactor scram and
one did not fail until it was being examined in the hot cell several
weeks after the test. Pre-irradiation levels corresponding to an
equivalent burnup of 17 GWD/MTM had no significant effect on the
occurrence of rod failure or on the failure mechanisms of the two
failed rods with pre-irradiated cladding.

4. The cladding of the six fuel rods which failed after reactor scram
had absorbed more than enough oxygen to be embrittled at room tempera-
ture, according to critical oxidation criteria proposed by Pawel
In the three examinations completed to date, the film boiling times

2 . E. Pawel, "0xygen Diffusion in Beta Zircaloy During Steam 0xidation,"R
Journal of Nuclear Materials, Vol. 50, No. 3 (April 1974) pgs. 247-258.
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exceeded Pawel's critical oxidation times for the effective clad
temperatures by factors of from 3 to 20. These large time excesses

I may explain why these three rods failed at loop ambient temperature
of 494K to 600K after reactor scram. The amounts of oxygen in the
zircaloy cladding of the unfailed rods sampled to date were consistent
with Pawel's critical oxidation criteria, implying that the cladding
of none of the 30 unfailed rods had absorbed enough oxygen to be
embrittled at room temperature.

Internal clad oxidation from contact with the fuel occurred under PCM
conditions where the external pressure was greater than the internal
pressure and the clad collapsed onto the fuel, forming an effective
diffusion couple. This source of oxygen must be considered in defining
allowable film boiling times and clad temperatures.

5. There is no evidence that pellet-cladding interaction (PCI) type
failures will necessarily accompany PCM events and there is some
evidence that they will not. In accordance with the basic test
plan (see pages 2 & 3), the second series of tests on both fresh
and pre-irradiated rods were performed in a manner which would
introduce PCI stresses by fairly rapid ramping of the test rods
at the end of the preconditioning period to power levels approximately
double the highest power levels they had been exposed to during any
previous operation or preconditioning. These PCI stresses were .

maintained--except for relaxation effects--during the final hour
of preconditioning. None of the test rods failed during this hour
of critical preconditioning, although it was performed at peak
axial powers up to 66KW/M.

SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS

The significance of the reported results is:

1. These test results provide further evidence that cladding failure is
not a necessary consequence of exceeding the critical heat flux (CHF)
and incurring film boiling.

2. Use of the concept of " allowable oxidation," based on the Pawel room
temperature embrittlement criteria, is a promising way of predicting
clad failure and consequent probable fission product release to the
coolant as a result of a PCM. This criterion should provide a more
realistic estimate of coolant fission product content than the
assumption that coolant flow rates below some selected DNBR value
(currently 1.3) will lead to clad failure and consequent release of
the total volatile fission product inventory.
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3. The results to date indicate little or no likelihood of failure
propagation during PCM events for fuel elements during the first
three operating cycles because during these three cycles, the

) coolant pressure will be graater than the internal gas pressure
within the fuel element and the cladding will collapse rather
than balloon during a severe PCM. Based on the test results for
the highly pre-pressurized fuel rod, there is also little likeli-
hood of failure propagation during the fourth or fifth cycles
because there is no hint of significant fuel rod distortion and
flow blockage associated with the failure of this fuel rod. This
assertion will be subjected to confirmation in future tests of
clusters of fuel rods.

EVALUATION OF RESULTS

The PBF Experimental Program Review Group members have reviewed the pre-
liminary release of test result information for single rod PCM tests
and concur that there is substantial evidence that DNB caused by the
power-cooling mismatch does not necessarily result in fuel rod failure.
They also concur that clad failure appears to be closely associated with
severe clad oxidation.

Some members of the PBF Program Review Group have expressed an interest
in determining the extent that PCI type failures may be associated with
power-ramp type PCM events. In the irradiation effects tests, there
were no PCI-caused clad failures despite the use of moderate to high
over-power ramp rates, followed by a hold at the over-power to induce
PCI. These results offer limited assurance that the primary clad
behavior in power-ramp type PCM's as well as in flow coastdown PCM's
is little influenced by PCI-type interactions.

For flow coastdown PCM's, the clad temperature would, of course, rise
simultaneously with or slightly ahead of any rise in fuel temperature,
while for power ramp PCM's, the fuel temperature would rise slightly
before any change in clad temperature. The PBF test data support the
hypothesis that for both types of PCM, the risk of PCI-type clad failure
is reduced as soon as the cladding becomes hot enough to creep rapidly
under the primarily compressive creep conditions which would exist
because the external pressure is greater than the internal pressure
for all but extremely high-burnup, end-of-life rods.
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RECOMMENDATION

These research results from tests on single fuel elements exposed to
power-cooling mismatch are offered for NRR's consideration in determining
possible changes in required departure-from-nucleate-boiling ratios for
those comercial power reactors which use zircaloy-clad uranium dioxide
fuel rods. Technical questions concerning these results may be referred
to Dr. Robert Van Houten, Project Manager, or to Dr. William V. Johnston,
Chief, Fuel Behavior Research Branch.

./ aul Levinh, Director
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Enclosures: as stated

cc: see next page
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cc w/ enc 1s:
P. Check, DSS
D. Houston, DSS
A. Ignatonis, DSS
R. Mattson, DSS
R. Meyer, DSS
L. Phillips, DSS
D. Ross, DSS
M. Tokar, DSS
R. Baer, D0R
F. Coffman, D0R
M. Mendonca, 00R
V. Stello, D0R
E. Brown, SD
J. Norberg, SD
J. Yore, ASLBP
J. Buck, ASLBP
R. Van Houten, RES
W. V. Johnston, RES
G. P. Marino, RES
0. A. Hoatson, RES
M. L. Picklesimer, RES
T. McCreless, SECY ACRS
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GLOSSARY

ATWS - anticipated transient without scram
CHF - critical heat flux
DNB - departure from nucleate boiling
DNBR - departure from nucleate boiling ratio

G - giga (= 109)
GWD - giga watt days
K - degrees Kelvin (= Degrees Celsius plus 273.1)
KW - Kilowatts

LWR - light water reactor

M - meter
MTM - metric ton (= 1000 Kg) of metal

PBF - Power Burst Facility
PCI - pellet-clad interaction
PCM - power-cooling mismatch
PWR - pressurized water reactor
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Appendix B
Effective Clad Temperatur_e_

Effective Clad temperature is the temperature needed to
produce the same oxygen pickup in zircaloy clad in an
isothermal test in steam for the sar.e time as the total

) DNB time. Effective clad temperatures are established
by matallographically determining the local thickness
of oxide and oxygen stablized alpha phases. Time in film
boiling can be established accurately by up to four inde-
pendent test measurements (clad temperature, centerline
temperature, fuel rod elongation and fuel rod plenum pressure).

Effective clad temperatures agree well with peak temper-
atures which could be determined by direct or indirect
evidence of the presence or absence of rapidly formed
high temperature phases.
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Appendix C
List of Relevant Reports (in Alpha-Numerical Order)

A. S. MEHNER et al., Postirradiation Examination Results for the
Irradiation Effects Scoping Test 1, ANCR-NUREG-1336 (September 1976).

G. W. CAWOOD et al., Power-Cooling-Mismatch Test Series, Test
PCM-2A Test Results Report, ANCR-NUREG-1347 (September 1976) .

A. S. MEHNER, Postirradiation Examination Resuhs for the Irradiation
Effects Scoping Test 2. TREE-NUREG-1022 (January 1977).

S. L. SEIFFERT and G. R. Smolik, Postirradiation Examination
Results for the Power-Cooling-Mismatch Test-2A, TREE-NUREG-1029
(February 1977).

Z. R. MARTINSON et al., Power-Cooling-Mismatch Test Series,.
Test PCM-2 Test Results Report, TREE :NUREG-1038, (February 1977).

W. J. QUAPP et al., Irradiation Effects Test Series, Scoping Test 2
Test Results Report, TREE-NUREG-1044 (September 1977).

W. J. QUAPP et al., Irradiation Effects Test Series, Test IE-1
Test Results Report, TREE-NUREG-1046 (March 1977).

W. J. QUAPP et al., Irradiation Effects Test Series Scoping Test 1
Test Results Report, TREE-NUREG-1066 (September 1977).

S. L. SEIFFERT, Power-Cooling-Mismatch Test Series PCM-2
Postirradiation Examination, TREE-NUREG-1069 (March 1977).

L. C. FARRAR et al ., Irradiation Effects Test Series Test IE-3
Test Results Report, TREE-NUREG-1106 (October 1977).

D. W. CROUCHER et al., Irradiation Effects Test Series Test IE-S
Test Results Report, TREE-NUREG-ll30 (January 1978).

A. W. CRONENBERG and M. S. El-Genk, An Assessment of Oxygen
Diffusion During UO -Zircaloy Interaction, TREE-NUREG-1192 (January 1978).

2

P. E. MACDONALD et al., Response of Unirradiated and Irradiated
PWR Fuel Rods Tested Under Power-Cooling-Mismatch Conditions,
TREE-NUREG-1196 (January 1978)
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Appendix C (continued)
,

Quarterly Technical Prtgress Report on Water Reactor Safety
Programs Sponsored by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Division of Reactor Safety Research, TREE-NUREG-1004
April-June (October 1976)

Quarterly Technical Progress Report on Water Reactor Safety
Programs Sponsored by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Division of Reactor Safety Research, TREE-NUREG-1017, July-
September, 1976 (January 1977)

Quarterly Technical Progress Report on Water Reactor Safety
Programs Sponsored by the Nuclear Regulatory Coninission's
Division of Reactor Safety Research, TREE-NUREG-1070,
October-December 1976, (April 1977)

Quarterly Technical Progress Report on Water Reactor Safety
Programs Sponsored by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Division of Reactor Safety Research, TREE-NUREG-ll28,
January-March 1977 (July 1977)

Quarterly Technical Progress Report on Water Reactor Safety
Programs Sponsored by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Division of Reactor Safety Research, TREE-NUREG-ll47, April-
June 1977 (September 1977)

Quarterly Technical Progress Report on Water Reactor Safety
Programs Sponsored by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Division of Reactor Safety Research_, TREE-NUREG-ll88, July-
September 1977 (December 1977)

Reports to be issued by July 15, 1978

TREE-NUREG-1199 IE-1 PIER
TREE-NUREG-1195 IE-2 PIER
TREE-NUREG-1200 IE-3 PIER
TREE-NUREG-1201 IE-5 PIER
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R. R. Hobbins, G. R. Smolik, G. W. Gibson, "Zircaloy Cladding Behavior
During Irradiation Tests Under Power-Cooling-Mismatch Conditions,"
Proceedings, ASTM Symposium on Zirconium in the Nuclear Industry,
August 10-12, 1976.

W. J. Quapp, R. K. McCardell, ' Behavior of Zircaloy Clad U02 Fuel
Rods During Film Boiling in a PWR Environment," Specialists Meeting
on the Behavior of Water Reactor Fuel Elements Under Accident
Conditions, Spatind, Norway, September 1976.

R. K. McCardell, Z. R. Martinson, " Experimental Results of Post CHF
Fuel Rod Behavior. " Transactions of the American Nuclear Society
1975 Winter Meeting, San Francisco, California, November 16-21, 1975,
Vol. 22, pp. 485-486.

W. J. Quapp, C. M. Allison, L. C. Farrar, "PWR Fuel Rod Behavior Under
Film Boiling Conditions," Transactions of the Anerican Nuclear Society
1976 Annual Meeting, Toronto, Canada, Jure 14-18, 1976, Vol. 23, pp 300-302.

R. R. Hobbins, A. S. Mehner, W. J. Quapp, G. W. Gibson, ' Evaluation
of Fuel Microstructures in Rods Operating Above Critical Heat Flux,"
International Conference of the American Nuclear Seciety. November 15-
19, 1976.

W. J. Quapp, et al., " Behavior of Irradiated Fuel Rods During Film
Boiling Operation," ANS Annual Meeting, New York, June 1977.

A. S. Mehner, 0. Goetzmann, W. J. Quapp, " Reaction Between U0 , and
Zircaloy in a Fuel Rod Operated Above the Critical Heat Flux,g
American Ceramic Society Pacific Coast Regional Meeting, San Francisco,
California, November 1976.

A. S. Mehner, W. J. Quapp, et al ., " Performance of Unirradiated and
Irradiated PWR Fuel Rods Tested Under Power-Cooling-Mismatch Conditions,"
Sun Valley, Idaho, July 31-AugJst 4,1977.

Z. R. Martinson, " Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Cladding
Temperatures During Film Boiling," American Nuclear Society Topical
Meeting, " Thermal Reactor Safety," Sun Valley, Idaho, July 31-Aucust 4,
1977.

D. T. Sparks & R. W. Garner, "lesul ts of Gap-Convuctance Tests in
the PDF," American Nuclear Society Topical Meeting, " Thermal Reactor
Safety," Sun Valley, Idaho, July 31-August 4,1977.

J. D. Kerrigan & J. A. Dearien, " Fuel Citdding Failure Mcdels in the
FRAP Codes," American Nuclear Society Topical Meeting, " Thermal Reactor
Safej:y," Sun Valley, Idaho, July 31-August 4,1977.

"
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bbE6 Idaho,Inc.yQ . , . . . . . 'P. O. Som 1625-

ldaho Falls, Idaho 83401
.

March 10.1978

.

Mr. R. E. Tiller, Director
,

Reactor Operations & Programs Division
Idaho Operations Office - DOE
Idaho Falls ID 83401

ERRATA TO TREE-NUREG-1196, " RESPONSE OF UNIRRADIATED AND IRRADIATED

PWR FUEL RODS TESTED UNDER POWER-COOLING-MISMA,T,CH CONDITIONS" Zan-70-78

Dear Mr. Tiller:

Errata to TREE-NUREG-1196, " Response of Unirradiated and Irradiated
PWR Fuel Rods Tested Under Power-Cooling-Mismatch Conditions",
January 1978, P. E. PacDonald, W. J. Quapp, A. S. Mehner, Z. R.
Martinson, and R. K. McCardell. .

1. On Page 5, para. 2, sentence 3, change ". . 600 to
1680 K." to ". . 900 to 1850 K."

2. On Page 5. delete Figure 2 and insert the attachment.

3. On Page 7 Table III, column 9. " Coolant Mass Flux for
DNB (kg/s.m2)," change the last four numbers from 1190
1210,1100, and 1265 to 1275,1315,1210, and 1800,-

respectively.

4. On Page 7. Table III, column 12 " Maximum Cladding
Temperature (K) from Metallurgical Examination at
Elevation," for test designation IE-1 change 1875,
1525,1525, and 1750 to 1850,1445,1440, and 1609,
respectively.

5. On Page 16, para. 3, sentence 2, change "". . 1770 K
" to " . . 18 50 K . . . " ....

.
6. On Page 18, para. 2, sentence 5, change ". . . (T <

1243 K)." to ". . . (T > 1245 K)."

7. On Page 21, para. 1, sentence 8, enange ". . . (1770 K),
" to ". . . (1850 K), . . ." ....

8. On Page 23 the caption, change ". . . Test PCM-7A . . ."
to ". . . Test PCM-2A . . ." .

1568 201.
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R. E. Tiller ''
March 10, 1978
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Zan-70-78
Page 2
-

-

9. On-Page 29, para. 4. sentences 3'and 4 should read as
;' . ollows: .

.,

.) . ..

,,

" Substantial fuel cracking and relocation had
.7 , 'g '.. ; occurred in the upper region of the film boiling

'
-

. zone, probably during handling prior to PBF
,L testing. Fuel melting, as shown in Figure 22,

' ' t .~ - ,;-c ,y -
ocqurred in this region.",.

.<
..

10. Nn,-Pag 6'29, para. 4, sentence 7 should read as follows:

"The cladding temperatures were relatively low
(s920 K) and no significant cladding collapse
occurred."

11. On Page 35. Table V, column 2, change 1875 to 1850; and
column 3 change 90 to 70.

12. On Page 36, para. 4, sentence 4, change.". . 1770 K
" to ". . . 1850 K . . ." ....

.

Ver truly yours,

to
Z ne, Manager

h mal Fuels Behavior Program-

ik

Attachment

cc: R. W. Barber DOE - 2
W. V. Johnston, NRC - 2
G. Marino, NRC .

P. O. Strom, NRC-ID
R. Van Houten, NRC
R. W. Kiehn, EG&G Idaho

.

;..
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ERRATA

' Errata to TREE-NUREG-1196, " Response of Unirradiated and Irradiated
PWR Fuel Rods Tested Under Power-Coolingfismatch Conditions",
January 1978, P. E. MacDonald, W. J. Quapp, A. S. Mehner,
Z. R. Martinson, and R. K. McCardell.

1. On Page 5, para. 2, sentence 3, change ". . 600 to
1680 K." to ". . . 900 to 1850 K."

2. On Page 5. selete Figure 2 and insert the attachment.

3. On Page 7. Table III, column 9. " Coolant Mass Flux for
DNB (kg/s.m2) " change the last four numbers from
1190,1210,1100, and 1265 to 1275,1315,1210, and
1800, respectively.

4. On Page 7, Table III, column 12, " Maximum Cladding
Temperature (K) from Metallurgical Examination at.

Elevation," for test designation IE-1 change 1875,
1525, 1525, and 1750 to 1850, 1445, 1440, and 1609,
respectively.

,

5. On Page 16, para. 3, sentence 2, change ". . 1770 K
" to ". . 1850 K . . ." ....

6. On Page 18, para. 2, sentence 5, change ". . . (T <
1243 K)." to ". . . (T > 1245 K)."

7. On Page 21, para.1, sentence 8, change ". . . (1770 K),
" to ". . . (1850 K), . . . " ....

8. On Page 23 the caption, change ". . . Test PCM-7A . . ."*

to ". . . Test PCM-2A . . ." .

9. On Page 29, para. 4, sentences 3 and 4 should read as
follows:

" Substantial fuel cracking and relocation had
occurred in the upper region of the film boiling
zone, probably during handling prior to P8F
testing. Fuel melting, as shown in Figure 22,
occurred in this region."

. 10. On Page 29, para. 4 sentence 7 should read as follows:

"The cladding temperatures were relatively low
-

(s920 k) and no significant cladding collapse
occurred."

11 ' On Page 35. Table V, column 2, change 1875 to 1850; 'and column 3, change 90 to 70.

12. On Page 36, para. 4, sentence 4, change ". . 1770 K
to ". . 1850 K . . ." ."
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ERRATA

brrata to TREE-NUREG-1196, " Response of Unirradiated and Irradiated
~

PWR Fuel Rods Tested Under Power-Cooling-?tismatch Conditions",
January 1978 P. E. MacDonald, W. J. Quapp, A. S. Mehner,
2. R. Hartinson, and R. K. McCardell.

On Page 5. Figure 2 is deleted and replaced with the
one below.

,

I I i i i i i i I i i i

~ 6.1 MPa ~ 6.5 MPa maximum

Rod internal
-

-

pressure
o L := 2.9 mm

~ 2250 K

~ 1300 K

Axial expansion
_

~ 1600 K -

-

Fuel centerAne
temperature

_- - __

Cladding*

surface temperature ~620g
i i i e i i e e i i

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260

Time (s) INEL-A 5314

.

e
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RESPONSE OF UNIRRADIATED AND IRRADIATED
PWR FUEL RODS TESTED UNDER

POWER-COOLING-MISMATCH CONDITIONS
.
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Printed in the United States of America
Available from

National Tec hnical information Sersite
U.S. Department of Commer(c

5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield Virginia 22161 i

Price: Printed Copy $4.50; Microfiche $1.00

.

"The NRC will make available data tapes and operational computer codes on
research programs dealing with postul3ted loss-of-coolant accidents in light water
reactors. Persons requesting this information must reimburse the NRC contractors ,

for their expenses in preparing copies of the data tapes and the operational computer
codes. Requests should be submitted to the Research Applications Branch, Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. #

20555."

NOTICE

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States Government.
Neither the the United States nor the Department of Energy, nor the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, nor any of their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their ^

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any information, apparatus,
product or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights.
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